[Estimating coarse gene networks from yeast gene expression time series].
Gene networks is the collection of gene-gene regulatory relations at the expression level. In this study, a combined approach of the linear transcriptional modeling, identification of promoter elements and gene co-expression clustering is developed to decipher yeast gene networks from expression time series. The cell must reorganize the genomic expression to programs required for growth and survival in each environment. The expression of many genes is regulated by environmental stress. The products of many genes that induced in the environmental stress are involved in metabolism of carbohydrates, structural repairs and even sporulation. Interestingly, it is identified that transcription factors Mcm1 and Dal82 matched their binding sites TT[bond]CC[triple bond]T[double bond]GGAAA and TGAAAAWTTT in cell cycle progression and environmental stress response, respectively. These conclusions agree with the known observations. The results indicate that the approach may be useful for modeling gene networks from microarray data.